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The OCCU Corporate Expansion project was a
successful collaboration between a 150-year old
Orange County service organization, The Elks, and
The Orange County Credit Union, a not-for-profit
founded in 1938. Both organizations have a legacy
of providing people-first services to Orange County.
The challenge was to maintain an extraordinary
level of cooperation and communication between
two organizations and two contractors. Planning
and execution had to be seamless to succeed as
one misstep in one entity could incur higher costs
for the other. The second challenge was assessing
the workflow of all OCCU associates to determine
the best use of space and what teams would gain
optimal advantage by moving to the new space.
Kamus + Keller (K+K) was hired to design and
complete the second story tenant improvement
and office interiors. Specialized research in the
programming phase revealed three things: one,
how much space was needed in what types of
configurations. Two, how many collaborative and
private spaces would provide the optimal work
experience for teams. Three, which teams should
be moved into the new space.
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Observing how teams worked also revealed
a unique fact: sharing food and coffee was an
integral part of work culture. Therefore, small
coffee bars were interspersed between offices,
becoming a place where associates could share
food, and brew coffee. Coffees became a place
to connect or find privacy in the acoustic pod
seating.
The complete build included a combination of:
• 4 collaborative meeting spaces
• 11 private offices
• 8 adjacent drop-in rooms
• 3 Coffees
• 3 large conference rooms
• 80 workstations

DESCRIPTION
Guests and associates are welcomed by a
reception area and seating room that boasts
Eames chairs and a Noguchi table with custom
acoustic lighting.
The pallet of the office is warm and inviting, but also crisp, using bright whites in workspaces contrasted
by fabric and paneling in oatmeal and warm orange—a nod to corporate colors. Soft carpet tiles in warm
grays with accents of russet dampen sound in work areas juxtapose with the smooth polished concrete
on the edges.
The goal with lighting was to place private offices in the interior of the space allowing light to come
through from the outside to the center, giving every associate access to natural lighting throughout the
day. Mecho Shades are used throughout to control solar glare and heat gain. Bullpen-style workspaces
encourage interaction for collaborative teams. Four associates share each common space. The furniture
is Herman Miller in crisp white, with dual-function pedestals that are upholstered in russet orange to
offer alternative guest seating.
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